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0. INTRODUCTION
Classical Morse theory is a useful tool for the study of the topology of di⁄erentiable
manifolds. StratiÞcation theory has permitted to extend this approach to spaces which are
not smooth, like general complex spaces. There are many partial contributions by other
authors but the classical reference is the book ÔÔStratiÞed Morse theoryÕÕ by
Goresky—MacPherson [4]. The main point is that in this book a similar degree of generality
is achieved as in classical Morse theory; this is accomplished by the ÔÔFundamental
TheoremÕÕ which characterizes the transition between di⁄erent levels in terms of tangential
and normal Morse data. The proof in [4] is divided into two steps: Þrst it is shown that the
transition can be characterized using local Morse data (this step is very easy), and second it
is shown that the local Morse data are homeomorphic to the product of tangential and
normal Morse data (Main Theorem). This gives a very clear geometrical understanding of
the situation. However, the proof of the Main Theorem is very heavy, and it seems that
usually one needs only the Fundamental Theorem as a whole, so it has been worth while to
look for a direct and much simpler proof of the latter. This was the purpose to write this
paper.
In order to facilitate a comparison with the book [4] we take up the notations which are
used there. The hypothesis of [4] that we have a nondepraved critical point can be replaced
here by the weaker one that we have an isolated normally nondegenerate critical point (see
DeÞnition 1.4 below), since we concentrate on the Fundamental Theorem and are less
interested in uniqueness statements.
Meanwhile a paper of H. King [5] has appeared which refers to an older unpublished
preprint [6] of the same author. He makes the same observation concerning the role of the
Fundamental Theorem and its weaker hypothesis and suggests a considerable simpliÞca-
tion of the proof, too.
In contrast to the work of King whose idea is to reduce to the case of the sum of two
functions with an isolated critical point the simpliÞcation in this paper is mainly due to
some preparatory theorem the proof of which uses ShiotaÕs and Du PlessisÕ progress about
controlled vector Þelds: they can be chosen to be continuous, see [8], [2], [1]. The role of
the preparatory theorem is similar to that of ThomÕs Þrst isotopy lemma, including more
sophisticated cases which are handled in [4] by the technique of ÔÔmoving the wallÕÕ. Due to
its generality it allows to reduce the number of steps when comparing di⁄erent spaces
considerably. It emphasizes that the main technical point is to handle situations where no
change occurs up to homeomorphism! Using the preparatory theorem everything is
reduced to a careful analysis of what is called in [4] ÔÔabsence of characteristic covectorsÕÕ, i.e.
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transversality statements. The technique of ÔÔrounding the cornersÕÕ of [4] is avoided here.
Another important point of this paper is that the existence of a homeomorphism and
a strong deformation retraction are treated together.
1. MAIN RESULTS
Let M be a di⁄erentiable manifold which is endowed with a stratiÞcation S@ which is
Whitney regular, and let f : MPR be a di⁄erentiable function; by ÔÔdi⁄erentiableÕÕ we
always mean ÔÔC=-di⁄erentiableÕÕ, and manifolds are supposed to be paracompact. Let Z be
a closed subset of M which is a union of strata and letS be the corresponding stratiÞcation
of Z. A mapping between subsets of Z is called S-decomposed if it is compatible with the
decompositions induced by S.
First let us introduce the following condition. Let p3M, X the stratum containing p,
and let N
0
, N
1
and N
2
be closed subsets of M. Let us introduce the following notions:
DeÞnition 1.1. Let g
ij
: MPR, i"1, 2, s, j"1, 2 , ki, be di⁄erentiable functions, not
necessarily distinct.
(a) The functions g
ij
are called deÞning data for (M, N
0
) if
N0"Mg11)0,2,g1k
1
) 0NX2XMg
s1
)0,2, gsk
s
)0N
(b) The functions g
ij
are called deÞning data for (M, N
1
, N
2
) if there is an r, 0)r)s,
such that the functions g
ij
with i)r are deÞning data for (M, N
1
) and those with
i’r are deÞning data for (M, N
2
).
(c) The functions g
ij
are called compatible with f at p if there is a vector v3„
p
X which is
adapted to f and the functions g
ij
, i.e. df (v)’0 and dg
ij
(v)’0 for all i, j such that
g
i1
(p) 0, 2, gik
i
(p) 0 and g
ij
(p)"0.
THEOREM 1.2 (Preparatory theorem). ‚et f :MPR be a di⁄erentiable function. ‚et
N
1
and N
2
be closed subsets of M such that N
1
LN
2
, let N:"N
2
CN
1
be the closure of
N
2
CN
1
in M, A :"ZWN. ‚et us assume that A is compact and that there are deÞning data for
(M, N
1
, N
2
) which are compatible with f at every point p3A. ‚et … be any open neighbour-
hood of A in M. „hen there is anS-decomposed strong deformation retraction of ZWN
2
onto
ZWN
1
. Also, there is an S-decomposed homeomorphism of Z onto itself which maps ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
and whose restriction to ZC… is the identity.
Remark 1.3. (a) In fact, the proof will show that there is even a very strong deformation
retraction: If ‰ is a closed subset of some topological space X, let us call r :X][0, 1]PX
a very strong deformation retraction of X onto ‰ if r a strong deformation retraction and
r(x, t)3XC‰s for all (x, t)3(XC‰s )][0, 1], which means in fact that by restriction we get
a strong deformation retraction of XC‰s onto L‰. Here ‰s denotes the interior and L‰ the
boundary of the subset ‰ of X.
(b) As a special case, we may consider the following situation: f is submersive over [a, b]
(in the stratiÞed sense), ZWf~1([a, b]) is compact, N
1
:"ZWM f)aN, N
2
:"ZWM f)bN. In
this case the claim of Theorem 1.2 is a direct consequence of Thom—MatherÕs Þrst isotopy
lemma, see [7] Proposition 11.1.
Now let us recall the notion of a critical point of f DZ:
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DeÞnition 1.4. Let p3Z and let X be the stratum containing p.
(a) p is called a critical point of f DZ if p is a critical point of f DX.
(b) If p is a critical point of f DZ it is called normally nondegenerate if d
p
f D„O0 for
every generalized tangent space „ to Z at p with „O„
p
X.
Remember that „L„
p
M is called a generalized tangent space to Z at p if there is
a stratum ‰LZ and a sequence (p
k
) in ‰ such that p
k
Pp and „p
k
‰P„.
Remark 1.5. If p is a normally nondegenerate critical point of f DZ we have that p is an
isolated critical point of f DX if and only if p is an isolated critical point of f DZ.
Let a, b, c be real numbers, a(b(c. We assume:
(a) ZW f~1([a, c]) is compact,
(b) for every critical point p of f DZ with f (p)3[a, c] we have: f (p)"b, and p is an
isolated critical point of f DZ which is normally nondegenerate.
We want to compare ZWM f)aN with ZWM f)cN. Similarly to [4] we deÞne
DeÞnition 1.6. A pair (A, B) of S-decomposed topological spaces is called a Morse
datum for f DZ over [a, c] if there is an S-decomposed embedding h :BPZWM f"aN and
an S-decomposed homeomorphism of ZWM f)cN onto the space (ZWM f)aN)X
B
A ob-
tained from ZWM f)aN by attaching A along B using h.
A trivial choice of such a Morse datum is (A, B) :"(ZWMa)f)cN, ZWM f"aN) (coarse
Morse datum, see [4, I 3.4]).
Let p be an isolated critical point of f DZ, let X be the stratum containing p, and let ” be
an open neighbourhood of p in M which contains no other critical points of f DZ and which
admits a coordinate system (x
1
, 2 , xm) such that p corresponds to 0, XW”"
Mx
s‘1
"2"xm"0N, ” is mapped onto Mm3Rm D m21#2#m2s(1, m2s‘1#
2#m2m(1N. We identify ” with its image and introduce the following
mappings: n :”PX : (x
1
, 2 , xm)>(x1, 2 , xs, 0, 2 , 0), r :”PR: (x1, 2, xm)>x21#
2#x2m. Let 0(e;1. We assume that e is not a critical value of r D(XW”WM f"bN).
Let N :"ZWn~1 (M0N), 0(c@;e, in particular: c@)min(c!b, b!a. Furthermore,
let 0(a;d;1.
DeÞnition 1.7. The pair
(XW”WMr)e, !c@)f!b)c@N, XW”WMr)e, f!b"!c@N)
is called a tangential Morse datum of f DZ at p and the pair
(NWMr)d, !a)f!b)aN, NWMr)d, f!b"!aN)
a normal Morse datum of f DZ at p.
It will be easy to prove
THEOREM 1.8. „he tangential and the normal Morse datum introduced above are indepen-
dent of the particular choice of a, c@ and d.
The statement about the normal Morse datum is a particular case of a general uniqueness
statement proved by Goresky—MacPherson [4, I 7.5.1]. They prove also the uniqueness of
the tangential Morse datum in the case of a nondepraved critical point, including the
independence of the particular choice of e [4, I 7.4.1]; there it is suƒcient to suppose that p is
an isolated critical point of f DX and the pair (XWf~1(MbN )CMpN, MpN) satisÞes WhitneyÕs
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condition (b), see also Proposition 3.7 below. In the more general case discussed in Theorem
1.8 the independence of the choice of e is not true, see Example 3.8.
As usual, we deÞne the union and the product of pairs of topological spaces as follows:
(X
1
, ‰
1
)X(X
2
, ‰
2
) :" (X
1
XX
2
, ‰
1
X‰
2
),
(X
1
, ‰
1
)](X
2
, ‰
2
) :" (X
1
]X
2
, X
1
]‰
2
X‰
1
]X
2
).
In particular, we may look at the product of tangential and normal Morse data, which
we endow with the S-decomposition coming from that of the normal Morse data.
THEOREM 1.9 (Fundamental theorem). Assume that p
1
, 2, pl are the critical points of
f DZ that are contained in f~1(MbN). For any j3M1, 2, lN, let (A@j, B@j) be a tangential Morse
datum and (A@@
j
, B@@
j
) a normal Morse datum of f at p
j
, the tangential Morse data being disjoint,
and let (A
j
, B
j
) :"(A@
j
, B@
j
)](A@@
j
, B@@
j
). „hen (A, B) :"(A
1
, B
1
)X2X(Al, Bl) is a Morse
datum for f DZ over [a, c].
This theorem covers the fundamental theorem (SMT) in Chap. 1.2 of the introduction of
[4] (taken without any uniqueness connotation). Note, however, that we do not analyze the
local Morse datum at each critical point, in contrast to the Main Theorem in [4], I 3.7.
In the proof we will replace (A
j
, B
j
) by a homeomorphic pair (A]
j
, B]
j
) such that A]
j
is
contained in ZWM f)cN and A]
1
, 2, A] l are disjoint. Let (A] , B] ) :"(A] 1, B] 1)X2X (A] l, B] l).
From the point of view of the homotopy type it is interesting to have
THEOREM 1.10 (Complement to the fundamental theorem). „here are subsets Z
1
and
Z
2
of Z such that
(a) there is an S-decomposed strong deformation retraction of ZWM f)cN onto Z
2
,
(b) there is an S-decomposed strong deformation retraction of Z
1
onto ZWM f)aN,
(c) Z
2
"Z
1
XA] , Z
1
WA] "B] , so Z
2
is obtained from Z
1
by attaching A] along B] .
In fact, Remark 1.3(a) applies here, too.
2. PROOF OF THE PREPARATORY THEOREM
Let M be a di⁄erentiable manifold which is endowed with a stratiÞcation S@ which is
Whitney regular. According to Thom-Mather [7], (see also [3]) we can choose control data
for S@. Therefore, we can speak of controlled vector Þelds on M. Also, we shall use
DeÞnition 1.1.
First, let f :MPR and g
ij
:MPR, i"1, 2 , s, j"1, 2 , ki, be di⁄erentiable functions,
N
0
a closed subset of M, p3M. Let i
1
(2(il (l*0) be the indices i for which gij(p) 0,
j"1, 2, ki. For every j, 1)j)l, let jj1(2(jjmj (mj*0) be the indices j such that
gij j (p)"0. Obviously, gij jjk (p)"0 for all j, k, and ”@ :"Mp@3M D gij(p@)/gij(p)’0 for all i, j
with g
ij
(p)O0N is an open neighbourhood of p in M.
LEMMA 2.1. ‚et ”@ be chosen as above.
(a) Assume that the functions g
ij
are deÞning data for (M, N
0
). „hen the functions gij jjk D”@
are deÞning data for (”@, ”@WN
0
).
(b) If v3„
p{
M with p@3”@ is adapted to f and the functions gij jjk we have that v is adapted
to f and the functions g
ij
.
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Proof. Obvious.
LEMMA 2.2. Assume that the functions g
ij
are compatible with f at p. „hen there is an open
neighbourhood ” of p in M and a controlled vector Þeld v on ” which is adapted to f and the
functions g
ij
, i.e. such that v(p@) is adapted to f and the g
ij
at every p@3”.
Proof. Let X be the stratum which contains p. Since the statement is local we may
assume that X is closed in M. Because of Lemma 2.1 we may assume that g
ij
(p)"0 for all
i, j. Let u
p
3„
p
X be adapted to f and the functions g
ij
, i.e. df (u
p
)’0 and dg
ij
(u
p
)’0 for all
i, j. We can build a di⁄erentiable vector Þeld u on X such that u(p)"u
p
. By [8] Lemma I.1.5
we can extend u to a continuous controlled vector Þeld v’ on M. If ” is a suƒciently small
neighbourhood of p in M the vector Þeld v:"v’ D” has the property df (v)’0, dg
ij
(v)’0 for
all i, j.
In particular, we may conclude that the functions g
ij
are compatible with f at every point
of ”. This consequence can be proved directly using WhitneyÕs condition (a).
In order to pass from the local to the global situation we will use a controlled partition of
unity. In fact, A. Verona has shown that for any open covering of a stratiÞed space endowed
with control data there exists a subordinate controlled partition of unity, i.e. a partition of
unity which consists of controlled functions; see [9, Lemma 1.3].
Now we assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2. In particular, let us Þx deÞning data for
(M, N
1
, N
2
) .
LEMMA 2.3. „here is a controlled vector Þeld v on M whose support is compact and
contained in … such that v (p) is adapted to f and the deÞning data for (M, N
1
, N
2
) at every
p3A.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.2, taking a controlled partition of unity.
Proof of „heorem 1.2. (i) First we need some preparation. Let v be as in Lemma 2.3, and
let p : M]RPM be the corresponding ßow.
Obviously, there is an open neighbourhood …@ of A in … such that Lemma 2.3 holds
with …@ instead of A. Suppose that (x, t)3M]R, p(x, t)3…@WLN. Assume Þrst that
p:"p (x, t)3LN
1
. Let ”@ and ij, jjk be chosen as in Lemma 2.1, and let l@ be chosen so that
ij)r if and only if j)l@. Then the functions gij jjk , 1)j)l@, 1)k)mj, are deÞning data
for (”@, ”@WN
1
) , and gijjjk(p)"0 for all j, k. Since p3LN1 we have mj’0 for some j)l@.
By the choice of v we see that for any q which is suƒciently near t the following holds: if q(t
we have gij jjk(p(x, q))(0 for all j, k with j)l@, so p (x, q)3Ns 1; if q’t we have gij jjk(p (x, q))
’0 for all j, k with j)l@, so p (x, q) NN
1
. A similar statement holds if p (x, t)3LN
2
.
Therefore we may proceed as follows: Let x3A and let
t@
x
:"infMt D p(x, q)3A for t)q)0N
t@@
x
:"supMt D p (x, q)3A for 0)q)tN.
Since A is compact and df (v)’0 on A we get that !R(t@
x
)0)t@@
x
(R. Then
p(x, t@
x
)3LN
1
, p (x, t @@
x
)3LN
2
.
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In fact, t@
x
and t@@
x
depend continuously on x: Let x3A. Let q(t@
x
be suƒciently near t@
x
:
then p (x, q)3Ns
1
, so t @
x{
*q, if x@ is near x. Now let q’t @
x
be suƒciently near t @
x
and t @
x
(0.
Then we have that p (x, q@) NN
1
for q)q@)0. If x@3A is near x we get: p(x@, q@)3…@CN
1
for
q)q@)0, so p(x@, q@)3N
2
for q)q@)0: in fact infMq@@3[q, 0] D p (x@, q@@)3N
2
N"q. There-
fore p (x@, q@)3A for q)q@)0, which means that t @
x{
)q. Altogether, t @
x
depends continu-
ously on x. We may proceed similarly for t @@
x
.
(ii) Now we can deÞne an S-decomposed strong deformation retraction r of ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
by
r (x, t) :"G
p (x, tt@
x
) if x3A
x otherwise.
(iii) As for the construction of a homeomorphism of ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
, let
d
x
:"t@@
x
!t@
x
for x3A and B :"Mx3ZWNs D t@
x
"!t@@
x
N. For x3B we have t@
x
"!d
x
/2,
t@@
x
"d
x
/2, and d
x
’0. If a’1 is suƒciently near 1 the set M(x, t) D x3B,!ad
x
/2
(t(ad
x
/2N is mapped by p onto an open subset ” of …@, in fact homeomorphically since
df (v)’0 on …@. We have a homeomorphism h: B]RP” : (x, t)>p(x, (ad
x
/n)arctan t).
Now we have a canonical one-parameter group of homeomorphisms of B]R onto itself,
given by q : (B]R)]RPB]R : (x, t
1
, t
2
) >(x, t
1
#t
2
). We may deÞne a one-parameter
group of homeomorphisms of Z onto itself, pJ : Z]RPZ:
pJ (x, t) :"x if x N”,
pJ (x, t) :"h (q(h~1(x), t)) if x3”, i.e. pJ D”]R corresponds to q with respect to h.
It is easy to see that L”LMp (x, t) D x3B, DtD"ad
x
/2NX (ZWLN), so pJ is in fact continu-
ous. Then theS-decomposed mapping x>pJ (x, !2tan(n/2a)) maps Z homeomorphically
onto itself and maps ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
. The restriction of this mapping to ZC… is the
identity because ”L…@L….
We have the following corollary of Theorem 1.2:
COROLLARY 2.4. ‚et N
1
and N
2
be closed subsets of M such that N
1
LN
2
, N :"N
2
CN
1
.
‚et f : MPR be a di⁄erentiable function. ‚et us assume that A :"ZWN is compact. ‚et …@
be an open neighbourhood of A in M. Assume that there are deÞning data for
(…@, …@WN
1
, …@WN
2
) which are compatible with f D…@ at every point p3A. „hen there is
an S-decomposed strong deformation retraction of ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
as well as an
S-decomposed homeomorphism of Z onto itself which maps ZWN
2
onto ZWN
1
.
Proof. Let … be an open neighbourhood of A in …@ such that the closure of … in M is
still contained in …@. Then we apply Theorem 1.2 with …@ instead of M and …@WN
j
instead
of N
j
and extend the obtained retraction resp. homeomorphism by the identity.
Note that Remark 1.3(a) applies here, too.
3. UNIQUENESS PROPERTIES OF TANGENTIAL AND NORMAL MORSE DATA
Let us take up the notations of Section 1. In particular, let p be an isolated critical point
of f DZ, f (p)"b. Obviously, we may suppose that b"0. We identify the neighbourhood
” chosen in section 1 with the corresponding open subset of Rm and „
p
M with Rm, so p"0.
Let ‰3S, ‰
U
:"‰W”.
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Let 0(d;1, 0(e;1. In order to be precise, this assumption should be inserted in
front of all the following statements. Furthermore, a statement of the form
ÔÔLet 0(d;1, 0(e;1. Then A(d, e)ÕÕ
where A(d, e) is an assertion which does not involve ÔÔ;ÕÕ means:
ÔÔ& d
0
3]0, 1[ & e
0
3]0, 1[ " d3]0, d
0
] " e3]0, e
0
] A(d, e) ÕÕ
whereas ÔÔLet 0(d;e;1. Then A(d, e) ÕÕ means:
ÔÔ& e
0
3]0, 1[ " e3]0, e
0
]&d
0
3]0, e[ " d3]0, d
0
] A(d, e) ÕÕ.
Let o :”PR be deÞned by (x
1
, 2, xm)>x2s‘1#2#x2m. Note that r ¡ n is given by
(x
1
, 2, xm)>x21#2#x2s .
First we notice
LEMMA 3.1. „he mapping f D(‰
U
CMpN) is a submersion.
Proof. This follows from the assumption that p is the only critical point of f DZW”.
From now on let ‰OX. It is useful to have the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.2. ( f, n) D‰
U
is a submersion along ‰WMr ¡n)e, o)dN.
Proof. Let „ be a generalized tangent space to Z at p, „O„
p
X. Then d
p
f D„O0 since
p is normally nondegenerate. By WhitneyÕs condition (a) we have „
p
XL„, and d
p
nD„
p
X:
„
p
XP„
p
X is the identity. Furthermore, d
p
f D„
p
X"0 since p is a critical point
of f DX. Now let (u, w)3R]„
p
X. Choose v3„ such that d
p
f (v)"u, and put
v@ :"w!d
p
n (v)3„
p
X. Then (d
p
f, d
p
n) maps v#v@ onto (u, w)3„ which means that
(d
p
f, d
p
n) :„PR]„
p
X is surjective. This implies our statement.
Now Proposition 3.2 implies
LEMMA 3.3. ( f, r ¡ n) D‰U is a submersion along ‰WM0(r ¡n)e, o)dN.
Proof. The map r DX is submersive along XWM0(r)eN. A corresponding statement
holds for idR]r DX. Composition with the map of Proposition 3.2 Þnishes the proof.
Let & be the set of critical values of r D (X
U
!MpN)WM f"0N contained in (0, 1). According
to SardÕs theorem & is a set of measure 0. Furthermore, & is a closed subset of (0, 1): the
set of critical points of r D (X
U
!MpN)WM f"0N is closed in ”!MpN and r:
”WM0(r(1NP(0, 1) is proper and therefore closed.
LEMMA 3.4. ‚et e N&, 0(c;e. „hen ( f, r) DX
U
is a submersion along XWMD f D)c,
r"eN.
Proof. Since e N& the map ( f, r) DX
U
is submersive along XWM f"0, r"eN, so along
XWMD f D)c, r"eN.
LEMMA 3.5. ‚et 0(a;d@(d. „hen the map ( f, r) DNW‰ is submersive along NW‰W
Md@)r)d, D f D)aN.
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Proof. It is suƒcient to show that ( f, r) DNW‰ is submersive along NW‰W
Mr)d, f"0N. Suppose that this is not true: then there is a sequence (p
k
) in NW‰ such that
r(p
k
)(d, f (p
k
)"0, p
k
Pp"0, drD„p
k
(NW‰WM f"0N)"0, p
k
/DDp
k
DDPw, „p
k
‰P„,
ker dp
k
rP‚ for suitable w, „, ‚. Note that NW‰WM f"0, r)dN is a manifold with
boundary because of Proposition 3.2; furthermore, its proof shows that
„p
k
(NW‰WM f"0N)P„WMd
p
f"d
p
n"0N). According to WhitneyÕs condition (b) we have
that w3„. Since f (0)"f (p
k
)#dp
k
f (0!p
k
)#O(DDp
k
DD2) and f (0)"f (p
k
)"0 we have
d
p
f (w)"0, furthermore: d
p
n (w)"0, w3‚o. Let w
k
be the image of w under the orthogonal
projection of Rm onto „p
k
(‰WNWM f"0N). Then w
k
Pw, dp
k
r(w
k
)"0, so w3‚. This is
a contradiction since wO0, w3‚o.
Proof of „heorem 1.8. Let 0(c@(c;e. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.4 the restriction of f to
the manifold with boundary XWM0(r)eN is submersive over [!c, c], so it is obvious
that there is an S-decomposed homeomorphism between the pairs of spaces (XW
Mr)e, Df D)c@N, XWMr)e, f"!c@N) and (XWMr)e, D f D)cN, XWMr)e, f"!cN). This
means that the tangential Morse datum is independent of the particular choice of c@. Now let
0(a@(a;d@@(d@(d. By Lemma 3.5 the map ( f, r) DNW‰ is submersive along
NW‰WMd@@)r)d, D f D)aN. By Proposition 3.2 we have an induced stratiÞcation of the
space NW‰WMr(d, D f D)aN, the restriction of r to this space is submersive over [d@@, d@].
Using Thom-MatherÕs Þrst isotopy theorem we can conclude that there is an
S-decomposed homeomorphism of (NWMr)d@, D f D)aN, NWMr)d@, f"!aN) onto
(NWMr)d@@, D f D)aN, NWMr)d@@, f"!aN). Furthermore, the restriction of f to the space
NWM0(r)d@@N (with the induced stratiÞcation) is submersive over [!a, a]. By Thom-
MatherÕs Þrst isotopy theorem we can conclude that there is anS-decomposed homeomor-
phism of (NWMr)d@@, D f D)aN, NWMr)d@@, f"!aN) onto (NWMr)d@@, D f D)a@N, NW
Mr)d@@, f"!a@N). This means altogether that the normal Morse datum is independent of
the particular choice of a and d.
Now let us turn the question of uniqueness of the tangential Morse datum.
LEMMA 3.6. ‚et us suppose that the pair (X
U
W f~1(MbN)CMpN, MpN) satisÞes …hitneyÕs
condition (b), and let 0(a;e@(e. „hen ( f, r) DX
U
is submersive along XWMe@)
r)e, D f D)aN.
Proof. (See Step 1 of the Proof of [4, I Lemma 6.2].) It is suƒcient to show that 0 is an
isolated critical value of r DXWM f"0N. Suppose that this is not true: Then there is
a sequence (p
k
) of critical points of r D (XWM f"0NCMpN) such that p
k
Pp"0, p
k
/ D Dp
k
D DPw,
„p
k
(XWM f"0N)P„, ker dp
k
rP‚. By the hypothesis of the lemma we have that w3„. On
the other hand, w3‚o, so „ and ‚ are transverse. This involves a contradiction to the
choice of p
k
.
Because of Theorem 1.2 we obtain immediately:
PROPOSITION 3.7. ‚et us suppose that the pair (X
U
W f~1(MbN)CMpN, MpN) satisÞes …hitneyÕs
condition (b). „hen the tangential Morse datum introduced in DeÞnition 1.7 is independent of
the particular choice of e and c@.
According to [4, I Lemma 2.5.1] the hypothesis above is fulÞlled as soon as p is
a nondepraved critical point of f.
Proposition 3.7 is no longer true if we drop the hypothesis that (X
U
Wf~1(MbN)CMpN, MpN)
satisÞes WhitneyÕs condition (b), as the following example shows. Of course, we may restrict
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our attention to the case M"Z"X in which case it is more appropriate to speak of a local
Morse datum instead of a tangential one.
Example 3.8. Fix k3R, k’0. Then let g
k
: ]0, R[]RPR be deÞned by
g
k
(r,/) :"e~1@r sin(k ln r!/).
Fix c’0. Then there is a unique C= function f
k, c
:R2PR such that f
k, c
(0, 0)"0 and
f
k, c
(r cos /, cr sin /)"g
k
(r, /)
for any r’0, /3R.
Note that g
k
has no critical point, and that Mg
k
"0N is the union of the curves given by
/"k ln r#mn, m3Z. Therefore the set M f
k, c
"0N is invariant under dilatation by the
factor en@k; in the case c"1 it is the union of two spirals meeting at 0, these are deformed in
the y-direction if cO1. If e’0 is chosen in such a way that the circle of radius e around
0 intersects M f
k, c
"0N transversally let N
k,c
(e) be the number of connected components of
the set M f
k, c
"0, x2#y2)e2N. We have N
k, c
(en@ke)"N
k, c
(e); on the other hand, N
k, c
(e)
really depends on the choice of e if c is suitably chosen. Furthermore, for 0(Dt D;e the set
M f
k, c
"t, x2#y2)e2N has still exactly N
k, c
(e) connected components. This means that we
have no uniqueness of the Morse datum of f
k, c
at 0.
Notice that the example of a depraved critical point depicted in [4] p. 55 is not suitable for
our purposes: The corresponding function is proper, so the tangential Morse datum
introduced in DeÞnition 1.7 coincides with (XWM!c@)f!b)c@N, XWM f!b"!c@N),
which implies that it is trivially independent of e.
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4. PROOF OF THE FUNDAMENTAL THEOREM
Again let us take up the notations of Section 1. Obviously, we may suppose that b"0.
Theorems 1.9 and 1.10 follow in the case l"0 from ThomÕs Þrst isotopy theorem, see [7], or
from Theorem 1.2, using Remark 1.3(b). As in the case of classical Morse theory it is
suƒcient to prove Theorem 1.9 and 1.10 for l"1, since the general case can be handled in
a completely analogous way. So let l"1, p"p
1
. Furthermore, we may assume that a and
c are arbitrarily close to 0.
Apart from the notations of the preceding section let us introduce the mapping
g :"f!f ¡n :”PR
PROPOSITION 4.1. ‚et 0(a;min(d, e). „hen the map (g, o, n) D‰
U
is submersive along
‰WMDg D)a, r ¡ n)e, o"dN.
Proof. It is suƒcient to show that (g, o, n) D‰
U
is submersive along ‰WMg"0,
r ¡n)e, 0(o)dN. Suppose that the last assertion is not true: then there is a sequence
(p
k
) in ‰ such that o (p
k
)(d, g (p
k
)"0, p
k
Pp, doD„p
k
(‰WMg"0, n"n (p
k
)N)"0,
(p
k
!n (p
k
))/Ep
k
!n (p
k
)EPw, „p
k
‰P„, ker dp
k
oP‚ for suitable w, „, ‚. Note that
‰WMg"0, n"n(p
k
), o(dN is a manifold because of Proposition 3.2; furthermore, its
proof shows that „p
k
(‰WMg"0, n"n(p
k
)N)P„WMd
p
g"d
p
n"0N. According to Whit-
neyÕs condition (b) we have that w3„, furthermore: d
p
g (w)"0, d
p
n (w)"0, w3‚o. Let
w
k
be the image of w under the orthogonal projection of Rm onto „p
k
(‰WMg"0,
n"n(p
k
)N). Then w
k
Pw, do (w
k
)"0, so w3‚. This is a contradiction since wO0, w3‚o.
From now on we assume, using SardÕs theorem:
(a) e N&,
(b) oD‰
U
WM f"0N is submersive along ‰WM f"0, r ¡ n)e, o"dN,
(c) d is not a critical value of oD‰WM f"0, r ¡n"eN.
LEMMA 4.2. ‚et 0(c;min (d, e).
(a) ( f, o) D‰
U
is submersive along ‰WMDf D)c, r ¡n)e, o"dN
(b) ( f, o, r ¡n) D‰U is submersive along ‰WMD f D)c, r ¡ n"e, o"dN
Proof. This is obvious by the choice of d.
LEMMA 4.3. ‚et 0(a;min(d, e), 0(c;min(d, e).
(a) „he mapping (g, f ) D‰
U
is a submersion along ‰WM0(r ¡ n)e, o)dN.
(b) „he mapping (g, f, r ¡n) D‰U is a submersion along
‰WMD f D)c, Dg D)a, r ¡n"e, o)dN.
(c) „he mapping (g, f, o) D‰
U
is submersive along ‰WMDg D)a, 0(r ¡n)e, o"dN.
(d) „he mapping (g, o, f, r ¡ n) D‰U is submersive along
‰WMD f D)c, Dg D)a, r ¡n"e, o"dN.
Proof. (a) It is suƒcient to look at (g, f ¡ n) instead of (g, f ). Because of Lemma 3.1 the
map f DX is a submersion along XWM0(r)eN, so (idR, f DX) is a submersion along
R](XWM0(r)eN). Because of Proposition 3.2 (g, n) D‰
U
is a submersion along
‰WMr ¡ n)e, o)dN. By composition of these mappings we get the statement.
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(b) Again we may consider f ¡n instead of f. Since e N& the map ( f, r) DXU is submersive
along XWM f"0, r"eN, so along XWMD f D)a#c, r"eN, see Lemma 3.4. A correspond-
ing statement holds for idR]( f, r) DXU. Composition with (g, n) Þnishes the proof, as in a).
(c) As before we look at f ¡n instead of f. The mapping f DX is submersive along 0(r)e.
Using Proposition 4.1 we may therefore conclude similarly as in the proof of (a).
(d) Again it is suƒcient to look at f ¡n instead of f. Now we begin as in the proof of (b) and
use Proposition 4.1.
Now let 0(c@(c;min(d, e), 0(a(c!c@. Then a;min(d, e). Let N
1
:"
M f)!cNXMr ¡n)e, o)d, f ¡n)c@, g)!aNXMr ¡n)e, o)d, f ¡n)!c@, g)aN,
N
2
:"M f)!cNXMr ¡n)e, o)d, f ¡n)c@, g)aN.
Let Z
1
:"ZWN
1
, Z
2
:"ZWN
2
; then
AK :"Z
2
CZ
1
"ZWMr ¡n)e, o)d, Df ¡ nD)c@, Dg D)aN,
BK :"Z
1
WAK "AK WM g"!a or f ¡n"!c@N.
PROPOSITION 4.4. „here is anS-decomposed homeomorphism of Z onto itself as well as an
S-decomposed strong deformation retraction which maps
(a) ZWM f)cN onto ZW(M f)!cNXM f)c, r ¡ n)e, o)dN),
(b) ZW (M f)!cNXM f)c, r ¡n)e, o)dN) onto Z2,
(c) Z
1
onto ZWM f)!cN.
Proof. We would like to apply the Preparatory Theorem but the functions involved are
only deÞned on subsets of M. So we must be a bit more careful.
(a) Let K:"Mr ¡n)e, o)dNL”. Let j: MP[0, 1] be a di⁄erentiable function such
that j"1 in some neighbourhood of K and j"0 in some neighbourhood of MC”. Let
r’ and oL be the following di⁄erentiable functions on M: r’ D”:"j ) (r ¡n)#(1!j),
oL D” :"jo#(1!j), r’ DMC”"oö DMC” :"1. On ” we have r’*r ¡n, oL *o. Therefore
K"Mr’)e, )dN. Now we may apply Theorem 1.2 together with Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, 3.4,
and 4.2.
(b) and (c) This follows from Corollary 2.4, with …@:"”, and Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 4.2
and 4.3. For instance, as deÞning data for (”, ”WN
1
) we may take f#c; r ¡ n!e, o!d,
f ¡n!c@, g#a; r ¡n!e, o!d, f ¡n#c@, g!a. These are compatible with f at
p@3N
1
W”WMg"!a, r ¡n(e, o(dN, say: Let ‰ be the stratum which contains p@.
Assume Þrst that n (p@)O0. By Lemma 4.3(a) we have that d
p{
(gD‰
U
) and d
p{
( f ¡ nD‰U) are
linearly independent, so there is a vector v3„
p{
‰ such that d
p{
g (v)’0 and d
p{
( f ¡n) (v) ’0.
Then d
p{
f (v)"d
p{
g (v)#d
p{
( f ¡n) (v) ’0. If n (p@)"0 we have f (n (p@))"0O$c@, p@Op;
because of Lemma 3.1 there is a v3„
p{
‰ such that d
p{
f (v)’0. Since d
p{
( f ¡n)"0 we have
d
p{
g (v)"d
p{
f (v)’0.
Similarly to Section 1, let A@ :"XWMr)e, D f D)c@N, B@:"A@WM f"!c@N,
A@@ :"NWMr)d, D f D)aN"NWMo)d, DgD)aN, B@@:"A@@WM f"!aN.
PROPOSITION 4.5. „he mapping n deÞnes a trivial Þbre bundle with total space A] and base
space A@. More precisely, there is an S-decomposed trivialization which maps (A] , B] ) onto
(A@, B@)](A@@, B@@).
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Proof. By Propositions 3.2 and 4.1 the restriction of n to ZWMo)d, Dg D)aN is submer-
sive (in the stratiÞed sense) along the subspace deÞned by r ¡ n)e which is mapped onto the
contractible space XWMr)eN. The rest is clear.
Proof of „heorem 1.9 and 1.10. This follows directly from Propositions 4.4 and 4.5. Note
that the restrictions on the choice of a and c@ in the proof are unimportant because of
Theorem 1.8.
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